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Abstract: with the advancement of technology, the threats dealt by user have increased exponentially. Hence 

security of data is required during storage and transmission of data. Image Steganography is best popular 

techniques now a day. The Image hiding in cover image gives us a choice to hide different planes of image in 

different planes of cover image. In this paper, Negative of original image is hidden in cover image for security 

purposes. In our implementation pixels of negative image to be substituted in cover image pixels. In our paper 

Even Odd algorithm is proposed for hiding image in cover image using existing modified LSB algorithm. 

Index Terms: Steganography, Cryptography, RGB, Least Significant bit (LSB), pixel. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The past years have been seen a growing interest in data/image confidentiality to defend against 

eavesdropping and unauthorized access to digital properties. Internet is the most used and fastest medium for 

communication but it faces many Security related problems like hacking, copyright, eavesdropping etc. This has 

led to development of techniques in the field of information security, two of which are mainly Cryptography and 

Steganography [1].  

In Cryptography the information encrypts such a way that only sender and receiver parties decode it, but 

Cryptography is well known technique now days. On the other hand in Steganography the information doesn’t 

alter and hide in such way that only communication parties can know about its presence. So Steganography is a 

powerful security tool that provides a high level of security. 

Steganography is an art and knowledge of unseen communication. The word Steganography is resulting from 

the Greek word “stegos” meaning “cover” and “grafia” meaning “writing” defining it as “covered writing” [2].  

In image the pixels has some integer value, based upon the brightness or color. In image at each pixels value we 

can hide information. Depend upon the image size we have large no. pixels value available for data hiding. For 

example in 1024*1024 image size we have 1048576 pixels available on which we can hide data. In color image 

each pixel depth is 24 bits (8bit for red, 8 bit for green, 8 bit for blue).so in image steganography large amount 

of information hide as compared to we take other media. Even hiding the data in different planes of image, 

extraction of original data for unauthorized person is difficult because it’s difficult to unauthorized person in 

which plane in which part we hide information.  

This paper proposes hiding negative of an image in cover image for security purposes using even odd 

Algorithm. The proposed work such that negative image pixels hide in cover image pixels such a way that it’s 

difficult to decode it. Even if unauthorized person decode it, it get the negative of original image not original 

image. The secret image pixels are coved in 2 least significant bits, 4 least significant bits of the byte composing 

the carrier image after breaking the image pixels in even odd pixels and hide one plane even odd pixels into 

different planes. 
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Block Diagram of Image Steganography 

 

II. Image Steganography Algorithm 
In this paper, for Image hiding is being used existing Image Steganography Algorithm [3, 4]. 

 

a) LSB Algorithm 

b) Modified LSB Algorithm 

 

Using this Existing algorithm even odd algorithm is proposed.  

 

A. Even Odd Algorithm 

a) Read Cover image. 

b) Obtain the pixel values of cover image and break the pixels value into three planes red plane, 

Green Plane, Blue Plane.  

c) Choose image for hiding. 

d) The hiding image size should be 1/8
th

 of the original image in using LSB algorithm. 

e) The hiding image size should be 1/4
th

 of the original image in using modified LSB algorithm. 

f) Obtain the negative of image (which used for hiding) and obtain the pixels value and break into 

three planes. 

g) Break each planes pixel value into even and odd part of pixels. 

h) Hide the even odd pixels values in different planes of cover image using existing image 

steganography algorithm like LSB, modified LSB Algorithm. 

i) For hiding the image in cover image xor method is used.  

j) After hiding the Stego image is transmitted in communication media. 

k) At receiver opposite Retrieved original image after applying Extracting algorithm. 

l) In extracting algorithm xoring of original image with Stego image is done to extract the 

information bits. 
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Flow Chart for Even Odd Algorithm 

 
 

III. Simulation Resluts: 
In this paper we implement even odd algorithm using existing algorithm in MATLAB 2013. 

MATLAB, which stands for MATrix LABoratory, is a state-of-the-art mathematical software package, which is 

used extensively in both academia and industry.  It is an interactive program for numerical computation and data 

visualization, which along with its programming capabilities provides a very useful tool for almost all areas of 

science and engineering. It is one of the leading software packages for numerical computation. The results of 

this algorithm as follows: 

 
Cover Image 
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     The hidden Image used in our proposed method is shown below 

 
IMAGE 

a) The Negative of this image we hide in cover image for security 

 
 

b) Original Cover image is a color image so each pixel has a depth of 24 bits (8 bit for red 8 bit for green, 8 

bit for blue). So extract the different planes of cover image. 

 
c) Extract the different planes of negative image. 
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d) Final Stego image after hiding the image in cover image using modified LSB two bits of a byte. 

 

 
 

e) Stego image different planes 

 

 
 

 

 
 

f) Final Stego image after hiding the image in cover image using modified LSB nibble bits of a byte. 

 

 
 

g) Final Stego image after hiding the image in cover image using Even Odd algorithm using modified LSB 

two bits of a byte from LSB. 

 
 

h) Final Stego image after hiding the image in cover image using Even Odd Algorithm using modified LSB 

nibble bits of a byte. 
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IV. Conclusions 
In this paper Even Odd algorithm is implemented using existing modified LSB of a byte for image hide 

in a cover image. In our work the negative of original image hide in cover image so it’s difficult to extract the 

original image from cover image because  

a) Plane Pixels break into even odd part then hide in cover image. 

b) Even if an unknown person extracts the image from cover image they get the negative of original 

image. 

Even generating the negative of original image then hide into cover image using modified LSB algorithm and 

even odd algorithm the pixels values doesn’t vary so much but in even odd algorithm more security of image as 

compared to modified LSB algorithm.  

 

V. FUTURE WORK 
As future work, other image Steganography algorithm are to be investigated such as varying the contrast or 

the gamma level of the carries image, giving the communicating parties more options to parameterize their secret 

communication. 
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